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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: April 27, 2022—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are higher this morning. In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 index is currently up 0.7% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI 

Asia Apex 50 closed down 1.2%.  Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite 

up 2.5% from the prior day and the Shenzhen Composite up 3.9%.  U.S. equity index futures are 

signaling a higher open. With 154 companies having reported, the S&P 500 Q1 2022 earnings 

stand at $53.00, lower than the $54.70 forecast for the quarter. The forecast reflects a 4.7% 

increase from Q1 2021 earnings. Thus far this quarter, 79.2% of the companies have reported 

earnings above forecast, while 16.9% have reported earnings below forecast.   
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (4/25/2022) (with associated podcast): “The Russians 

Respond” 

• Weekly Energy Update (4/21/2022):  We take a look at the natural gas market. 

• Asset Allocation Quarterly - Q2 2022 (4/21/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q2 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (4/18/2022) (with associated podcast): “The Bank of Japan 

Cocks the Trigger” 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (3/25/2022): “The 2022 Outlook: Update #1” 

• Current Perspectives: “2022 Outlook: Update #1” (2/18/2022) 

 

Today’s Comment opens with our update on the Russia-Ukraine war, where Russian forces are 

now consistently making some small territorial gains in eastern and southern Ukraine.  There are 

also increasing signs that the war may be spreading into Moldova, which lies on Ukraine’s 

southwestern border, and even into Russia itself.  We next review a range of international and 

U.S. developments with the potential to affect the financial markets today.  Finally, we have the 

latest news on the coronavirus pandemic. 

 

Russia-Ukraine:  Russian forces continue to probe and advance slowly into the Donbas region 

of eastern Ukraine, suggesting they have learned a few lessons from their disastrous rush to take 

Kyiv in western Ukraine early in the war.  Russian troops also continue to attack Ukrainian 

defenders in Mariupol, including the Azovstal Steel Plant, despite Russian President Putin’s 

claim there is no more fighting in the city.  Finally, the Russians are apparently ramping up their 
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false-flag operations in the Transdniestria region of Moldova, along with efforts to destabilize 

the country (see map below).  As we have mentioned before, a growing body of evidence 

suggests Putin plans to take over not only Ukraine but also Moldova.  On the Ukrainian side of 

the war, new reports suggest the Ukrainian military has launched more small-scale air attacks 

against Russian military supply lines throughout the country’s border region.  Apparent attacks 

were reported today near the Russian cities of Kursk, Voronezh, and Belgorod.  So far, Ukraine 

has not officially claimed responsibility for the attacks.  A Ukrainian presidential advisor today 

ascribed them to “karma.”  Separately, 

 

 
Source:  Financial Times 

 

• Russian natural gas giant Gazprom (OGZPY, $1.10) said it would halt gas flows to 

Poland and Bulgaria starting Wednesday.  It marks the first time it has followed through 

with President Putin’s threat to cut off countries that don’t pay for their gas in rubles. 

o The decision will have little effect on Poland, which was already set to become 

independent of Russian gas by the end of this year. It’s a much bigger deal for 

Bulgaria, which gets over 75% of its gas from Russia and has few immediate 

options to replace it fully. 

o The Russian decision to cut off only Poland and Bulgaria while sparing major 

customer Germany (so far) is probably an attempt to undermine Europe’s unity 

against the war.  Germany’s responses to Russia’s invasion have been reluctant, at 

best, and now that Poland and Bulgaria see what a Russian energy shutoff really 

looks like, German leaders may be even more tempted to appease Putin.  On the 

other hand, cutting off Poland and Bulgaria shows Russia to be an unreliable 

supplier, or even an “energy imperialist,” and that could help swing more 

Germans against Russia.  In what may be just a show of bravado, German 

Economy Minister Habeck yesterday said his country could end its reliance on 

Russian oil “within days.”  Time will tell.   

o More broadly, the move introduces the possibility that Russia could eventually 

target more European economies, which deeply depend on Russian gas.  In 

https://www.ft.com/content/92a0dbc3-c8b2-474e-a09a-07293bea7829
https://www.ft.com/content/92a0dbc3-c8b2-474e-a09a-07293bea7829
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-suffers-another-fire-at-a-supply-depot-as-its-ukraine-offensive-pushes-west-11651057494?mod=hp_lead_pos8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-suffers-another-fire-at-a-supply-depot-as-its-ukraine-offensive-pushes-west-11651057494?mod=hp_lead_pos8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-halting-gas-flows-to-poland-bulgaria-over-payment-terms-11651007170
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-halting-gas-flows-to-poland-bulgaria-over-payment-terms-11651007170
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response, European gas prices rose as much as 20% earlier today before pulling 

back to levels about 10% higher than yesterday. 

▪ As of this writing, the euro has fallen to a five-year low of $1.0588.  The 

currency’s value has now declined 6.9% so far in 2022, and it has 

depreciated 12.4% from its level one year ago. 

▪ Concerns about the war and Europe’s vulnerability to energy shortages 

hurt the euro.  It is also hurt by muted economic growth and the European 

Central Bank’s relative reluctance to hike interest rates compared with the 

U.S. and some other major central banks. 

• According to oil traders, Russian oil giant Rosneft (OJSCY, $3.00) found no takers for 

almost 40 million barrels of crude oil it put out to bid last week.   The problems with the 

sale give an early indication that European sanctions targeting Rosneft, and due to kick in 

on May 15, are starting to disrupt Russia’s ability to move crude from oil fields to 

overseas buyers. 

o Since Russia has relatively limited oil storage capacity, the inability to sell could 

quickly require producers to shut in their wells. 

o Once wells are turned off, they can be hard to turn back on to their previous 

capacity.  If that leads to long-lasting production declines in Russia, it could 

contribute to persistently high oil prices and faster inflation out into the future. 

 

Global Commodity Markets:  In its annual Commodity Markets Outlook, the World Bank said 

commodity prices would remain elevated for years to come as supply disruptions like the war in 

Ukraine alter how commodities are traded, produced, and consumed around the world. 

• The institutions forecast that energy prices will soar 50.5% this year from last, after 

nearly doubling in 2021. Energy prices are then expected to fall 12.4% in 2023.  Food 

prices are projected to rise 22.9% this year before declining 10.4% next year. 

• The forecasts dovetail with our expectations that even if inflation moderates over the 

coming year or two, it will probably settle at rates well above those of the last decade.  

The analysis suggests commodities may be well placed to provide good returns. 

 

European Union:  Despite the ECB’s relative reluctance to tighten monetary policy as 

aggressively as the Fed, investors increasingly bet the dam will eventually break, and the central 

bank will accelerate its interest-rate hikes.   Many investors now think the ECB will take its 

deposit rate, which currently stands at -0.5%, into positive territory by the end of this year and to 

more than 1.0% next year. 

 

Brazil:  In an effort to bring down the country’s sky-high credit card interest rates, which can 

exceed 400% APR, the central bank has launched a new regulation requiring banks to share 

clients’ credit and investment information, such as loan-repayment histories, with their 

competitors. The effort to boost competition also forces financial institutions to make their fees 

public, so consumers can compare costs before choosing a lender.  Lowering credit costs and 

spurring more consumer spending would likely be a positive for the Brazilian economy and risk 

assets.  

 

https://www.ft.com/content/a2eea1a1-f72a-43c4-aa93-4e5477b5ead4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-tried-to-sell-a-huge-slug-of-oil-nobody-wanted-it-11650995897?mod=hp_lista_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-tried-to-sell-a-huge-slug-of-oil-nobody-wanted-it-11650995897?mod=hp_lista_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/world-bank-projects-elevated-energy-food-prices-keeping-upward-pressure-on-inflation-11650978002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/world-bank-projects-elevated-energy-food-prices-keeping-upward-pressure-on-inflation-11650978002
https://www.ft.com/content/a4b63bca-252f-4a77-9415-a898975a0c81
https://www.ft.com/content/a4b63bca-252f-4a77-9415-a898975a0c81
https://www.wsj.com/articles/brazils-central-bank-intensifies-battle-against-sky-high-borrowing-costs-11651051801
https://www.wsj.com/articles/brazils-central-bank-intensifies-battle-against-sky-high-borrowing-costs-11651051801
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China:  New reports suggest Chinese officials are at odds with each other over President Xi’s 

stringent “zero-COVID” policies and tough crackdown on the country’s real estate developers.  

Regulators led by Vice Premier Liu He are concerned that the government is underestimating the 

economic impact of its policies.  Indeed, because of recent big losses, Chinese stocks are on 

track to mark their steepest monthly loss in six years during April.  However, other senior 

officials have opposed any efforts to ease the policies. 

• As Xi approaches a major Communist Party conclave this autumn, where he will try to 

secure an unprecedented third term in office, he is likely to err on the side of policy 

easing to boost growth. 

o As we reported in our Comment yesterday, Xi recently ordered his economic team 

to ensure that Chinese economic growth this year surpasses that of the U.S. 

o Yesterday, Chinese state media said Xi called for accelerated investment in a 

wide range of critical infrastructure sectors; the report did not specify an amount 

or timeframe for the effort. 

• Nevertheless, the disagreements within the Chinese government suggest that there could 

be continuing uncertainty and backtracking on policy.  If the disagreements stall any 

easing efforts, Chinese growth could slow further, putting downward pressure on global 

economic growth and risk assets. 

 

China-Pakistan:  The Chinese government has demanded a thorough investigation into a van 

explosion in Karachi that left three of its nationals dead.  The separatist Baloch Liberation Army 

claimed responsibility for the attack, which killed the director of the University of Karachi’s 

Confucius Institute, as well as a lecturer and a volunteer.  Chinese nationals have also died in 

other terrorist attacks in Pakistan.  The new attack will raise tensions between these two 

countries. 

 

United States-China:  The Biden administration is looking into claims that Yangtze Memory 

Technologies Co, a privately held Chinese semiconductor maker, has supplied chips to 

sanctioned Chinese telecom equipment giant Huawei in violation of U.S. export controls.  The 

investigation will likely further exacerbate U.S.-China economic tensions and potentially lead to 

further trade and capital controls between the two countries. 

 

U.S. Monetary Policy:  As expected, the Senate yesterday confirmed Fed Governor Lael 

Brainard as the central bank’s new vice chairperson.  The vote was 52-43.  Since Brainard has 

already been serving as a Fed governor, her confirmation as vice chair shouldn’t alter the policy 

board’s plans to hike interest rates aggressively. 

• In the coming days, the Senate should confirm nominees Lisa Cook and Philip Jefferson 

to the board of governors. 

• It is also expected to confirm Jerome Powell to a new term as chair. 

 

U.S. Financial Markets:  Amid growing investor appetite for commodities and products tied to 

the energy transition, Invesco (IVZ, $19.03) said it is launching an exchange-traded fund for 

metals used to build electric vehicles.  The Invesco Electric Vehicle Metals Commodity Strategy 

No K-1 ETF will hold futures contracts and other financial products tracking the prices of metals 

https://www.ft.com/content/81f56d32-67fc-4dca-9591-e0add4dd9d67
https://www.ft.com/content/b4dd609a-66e5-4366-a308-207b2f0ef6a9
https://www.ft.com/content/b4dd609a-66e5-4366-a308-207b2f0ef6a9
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3175646/china-demands-results-pakistan-deadly-confucius-institute-van?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20220427&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3175679&article_id_list=3175696,3175646,3175679,3175661,3175651,3175641,3175691,3175681&tc=9&CMCampaignID=8234824b025a98475c4e5a53b41db285
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3175646/china-demands-results-pakistan-deadly-confucius-institute-van?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20220427&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3175679&article_id_list=3175696,3175646,3175679,3175661,3175651,3175641,3175691,3175681&tc=9&CMCampaignID=8234824b025a98475c4e5a53b41db285
https://www.ft.com/content/8078f71e-d115-43c1-8f68-e5b6ec6cfcda
https://www.ft.com/content/8078f71e-d115-43c1-8f68-e5b6ec6cfcda
https://www.wsj.com/articles/senate-expected-to-confirm-brainard-as-federal-reserves-vice-chairwoman-11650983320?mod=hp_lead_pos5
https://www.wsj.com/articles/senate-expected-to-confirm-brainard-as-federal-reserves-vice-chairwoman-11650983320?mod=hp_lead_pos5
https://www.wsj.com/articles/invesco-launches-electric-vehicle-metals-etf-amid-price-surge-11651053602?mod=lead_feature_below_a_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/invesco-launches-electric-vehicle-metals-etf-amid-price-surge-11651053602?mod=lead_feature_below_a_pos1
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such as cobalt, copper, nickel, and aluminum that are in high demand for their uses in electric 

cars and other clean-energy projects. 

 

COVID-19:  Official data show confirmed cases have risen to 511,086,383 worldwide, with 

6,225,750 deaths.  The countries currently reporting the highest rates of new infections include 

South Korea, Germany, France, and Italy.  (For an interactive chart that allows you to compare 

cases and deaths among countries, scaled by population, click here.)  In the U.S., confirmed 

cases rose to 81,101,161, with 991,959 deaths.  In data on the U.S. vaccination program, the 

number of people considered fully vaccinated now totals 219,423,356, equal to 66.1% of the 

total population. 

 

• In the U.S., the Omicron BA.2 variant continues to spread, especially in upstate New 

York, but it is still generating relatively few serious illnesses or hospitalizations.  The 

seven-day average of people hospitalized with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 came 

in at 15,908 yesterday, up just 6% from two weeks earlier.  Because of the low level of 

hospitalizations and general fatigue with the pandemic, the recent outbreak is generating 

few new policy responses. 

• A new CDC study suggests that 58% of U.S. residents had detectible, infection-induced 

antibodies to the coronavirus as of February 2022, up from just 34% last December.  The 

figure, coupled with the number of people vaccinated and boosted, it indicates a very 

high share of the population now has at least some immunity to COVID-19.  That should 

be promising news for investors, as it suggests any new waves of infection could impose 

minimal disruptions on the economy. 

• In China, health authorities reported 17,724 new locally transmitted infections across the 

country, more than 95% of which were in Shanghai. Officials said Beijing had just 22 

new cases, seven fewer than the previous day, but the government still plans to proceed 

with its massive testing and lockdown measures. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

MBA mortgage applications fell for the seventh consecutive week to their lowest level since 

2008, according to the Mortgage Bankers Association.  The MBA applications index fell 8.3% 

from the prior week.  The decline in applications is related to declining affordability, as rising 

mortgage rates and home prices have made homeownership less attainable.  The index for 

purchases and refinancing fell 7.6% and 9.0% from the previous week, respectively.  The 

average 30-year fixed-rate mortgage rose to its highest level since 2009, jumping 17 bps from 

5.2% to 5.4%. 

 

The trade balance for goods widened to a new record in March, according to the Census Bureau. 

The trade deficit came in at $125B, significantly above expectations of $105B.  The rise in the 

trade balance comes as firms and consumers pay higher prices for foreign-made goods. 

Wholesale inventories rose 2.3% from the prior month, above expectations of 1.5%. Meanwhile, 

retail inventories rose 2.0% from the prior month compared to expectations of 1.4%. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/04/27/world/covid-19-mandates-vaccine-cases?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=Interactive&variant=show&is_new=false
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=gbr&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=0&values=deaths
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-cases-are-growing-quickly-in-upstate-new-york-11651059307
https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-19-cases-are-growing-quickly-in-upstate-new-york-11651059307
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=LegacyCollection&variant=1_BlueLink&is_new=false
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=LegacyCollection&variant=1_BlueLink&is_new=false
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-than-half-of-people-in-u-s-likely-had-covid-19-cdc-says-11651003428?mod=hp_lead_pos8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-than-half-of-people-in-u-s-likely-had-covid-19-cdc-says-11651003428?mod=hp_lead_pos8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-sticks-to-covid-19-blitz-as-chinas-cases-drop-to-three-week-low-11650982545?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-sticks-to-covid-19-blitz-as-chinas-cases-drop-to-three-week-low-11650982545?mod=article_inline
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The chart above shows the level of the Trade Balance.  The unexpected surge is due to the rise in 

global prices, particularly for industrial supplies, specifically fuel and lubricants. 

 

 
 

The chart above shows the rise in fuel has led to a sharp increase in the value of industrial supply 

imports.  

 

The table below lists the economic releases and/or Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 
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Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 

 
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 

 

EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 Pending Home Sales m/m Mar -1.0% -4.1% **

10:00 Pending Home Sales NSA y/y Mar -8.1% -5.4% **

Economic Releases

Federal Reserve

No Fed speakers or events today

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Australia ANZ Roy Morgan Consumer Confidence w/w 24-Apr 96.5 96.8 *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI q/q 1Q 2.1% 1.3% 1.7% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

EUROPE

Germany GfK Consumer Confidence m/m May -26.5 -15.5 -16.0 *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

France Consumer Confidence m/m Apr 88 91 92 *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

UK CBI Total Dist. Reported Sales m/m Apr 3 20 11 ** Equity and bond neutral

CBI Retailing Reported Sales m/m Apr -35 9 -5 ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

AMERICAS

Brazil FIPE CPI - Weekly w/w 22-Apr 1.72% 1.72% 1.70% ** Equity and bond neutral

IBGE Inflation IPCA-15 m/m Apr 1.73% 0.95% 1.84% *** Equity and bond neutral

Mexico International Reserves Weekly w/w 22-Apr $199505m $200088m ** Equity and bond neutral

Trade Balance m/m Mar 198.7m 1293.0m -130.0m *** Equity bullish, bond bearish
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Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

 

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for colder-than-normal temperatures in the Pacific 

Northwest and the Rocky Mountain region, with warmer-to-normal temperatures for the rest of 

the country.  The forecasts call for wetter-than-normal temperatures throughout most of the 

country, with dry conditions in the Southwest region. 

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 121 118 3 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 78 86 -8 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 43 33 10 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 101 100 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 106 105 1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.79 2.82 -0.03 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -42 -43 1 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Up Up

Euro Down Down

Yen Up Down

Pound Down Down

Franc Down Down

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $105.83 $104.99 0.80%

WTI $102.56 $101.70 0.85%

Natural Gas $6.86 $6.85 0.15%

Crack Spread $44.53 $44.95 -0.94%

12-mo strip crack $31.88 $31.79 0.28%

Ethanol rack $2.91 $2.92 -0.34%

Metals

Gold $1,896.72 $1,905.51 -0.46%

Silver $23.59 $23.48 0.46%

Copper contract $449.00 $446.40 0.58%

Grains

Corn contract $802.00 $801.50 0.06%

Wheat contract $1,091.25 $1,095.00 -0.34%

Soybeans contract $1,685.50 $1,671.75 0.82%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 2,404            2,356            48

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -0.3

Gasoline (mb) 0.7

Distillates (mb) -1.0

Refinery run rates (%) -0.1%

Natural gas (bcf) 39.0

Energy Markets

DOE Inventory Report
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 4/26/2022 close) 

 

-40% -20% 0% 20% 40%
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Utilities
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-6.0% -5.0% -4.0% -3.0% -2.0% -1.0% 0.0% 1.0%

Consumer Discretionary

Technology

Communication Services

S&P 500

Financials

Industrials

Healthcare

Real Estate

Consumer Staples

Materials

Utilities

Energy

Prior Trading Day Total Return

(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 4/26/2022 close) 
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Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E as of 4/20/2022 = 20.70x

 
 

 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 20.7x, down 0.3x from last week.  Lower index 

values lowered the multiple. 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q3, and Q4) and two estimates (Q1 and Q2). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


